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An Attorney’s Guide to Bolstering
a Trial Record Against Appeal
by Marie E. Lihotz

T

rial attorneys prepare for issues they expect

ten order that is appealable as of right....”4

will arise. But too often, in the course of a

A trial judge must make “specific findings of fact so that

trial, a plenary hearing or even a motion, the

the parties and the appellate court may be informed of the

excitement of ‘winning’ a point may over-

rationale underlying his [or her] conclusions.”5 Consequently,

shadow an opportunity to solidify a client’s

when a reviewing court concludes there is satisfactory eviden-

position. This oversight allows the proverbial

tial support for the trial court’s findings, “its task is complete

camel’s nose to enter the tent, and creates an issue seized

and it should not disturb the result, even though it has the

upon by an adversary to frame an appeal. Pending appeal, a

feeling it might have reached a different conclusion were it

trial court loses jurisdiction, except for its enforcement power

the trial tribunal.”6

(including interlocutory appeals), consistent with Rule 2:9-

On the other hand, a judge’s failure to perform this neces-

1(a), stopping any forward motion. What’s worse, a lost

sary task on any ruling “constitutes a disservice to the liti-

opportunity to clarify a ruling and to lock in a success may be

gants, the attorneys and the appellate court.”7 A judge who

the reason an appellate panel orders reversal and remand.

enters an order, but neglects to state critical findings, will face

No one likes to do the same thing twice, so what can be

reversal and remand, because the Appellate Division cannot

done to bolster the record in the event an appeal is filed? In a

infer applicable facts underpinning the stated conclusion

word, plenty. Below are a few tips, directed to trial lawyers,

when the parties’ submissions offer conflicting facts.8

designed to improve a client’s position when facing an appeal.

Also, a judge’s credibility findings are essential to reinforce
the decision, as the Appellate Division gives heightened defer-

Factual Findings

ence to the views of the trial judge “on intangibles not trans-

Every litigant has the right to seek appellate review. Impor-

mitted by the record such as witness credibility, demeanor,

tantly, however, review is limited to two areas. First, did the

and the ‘feel of the case.’”9 Why? Because only a trial judge

trial judge state findings of fact based on “adequate, substan-

“hears the case, sees and observes the witnesses, [and] hears

tial, credible evidence” in the record.1 This responsibility of

them testify,” giving the judge “a better perspective than a

every trial judge is “fundamental to the fairness of the pro-

reviewing court in evaluating the veracity of witnesses.”10

ceedings and serves as a necessary predicate to meaningful

Judges understand this responsibility, so why risk possible

review...” Supported findings by the trial court are binding on

reversal by letting an incomplete record slide? Don’t be afraid

appeal.3 Second, when raising legal challenges, importantly,

to request an explicit statement of important factual findings

the Appellate Division interprets the law and a trial judge’s

and, if applicable, necessary credibility findings.

2

interpretation is not afforded deference.

There are many ways to do this, which will not be per-

In family matters, one of the most common reasons for

ceived as insolent or condescending. For example, one might

reversal and remand is the trial judge’s failure to comply with

frame a courteous request as: “Judge, for the benefit of my

Rule 1:7-4(a). The rule mandates every judge “shall, by an

client, I assume the court’s underlying factual findings sup-

opinion or memorandum decision, either written or oral, find

porting the stated conclusion include....” This inquiry is pro-

the facts and state its conclusions of law thereon in all actions

fessional and provides the judge with the information neces-

tried without a jury [and] on every motion decided by a writ-

sary to complete the decision.
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Or, if hesitant to make the request in

and convincing evidence, and proof

documents to a certification or affidavit

open court, submit the request in writ-

beyond a reasonable doubt.”14 Although

of the party with personal knowledge.21

ing immediately following the proceed-

the preponderance of the evidence stan-

ing. Cite the rule and request the judge

dard is most often applicable in civil

supplement the order to include more

matters, the clear and convincing stan-

The appellate court reverses only

detailed findings, copying the adversary.

dard applies to issues such as paternity,15

when an error is “clearly capable of pro-

Some might suggest the matter

termination of parental rights,16 oral

ducing an unjust result.”22 Many family

should be left alone, as the chances an

agreements to sell real estate, and com-

rulings involve the exercise of discre-

adversary decides to appeal are not high.

mon law fraud.

tion, including the amount of alimony,

17

18

Discretionary Determinations

While this may be statistically accurate,

Using burden of proof as an example,

the number of overnight visits, the per-

when wrong, an appeal—even one that

were a judge to mistakenly state his or

centage of an interest in a marital asset

results in an order requesting the judge’s

her decision relied upon an erroneous

and the amount of awarded attorney’s

findings—is

and

standard, one must follow up. Frame the

fees. Evidentiary and discovery rulings

expensive. Even worse, because time has

inquiry as: “Your honor, understanding

are also reviewed under the abuse of dis-

passed and memories fade, the detail

you found plaintiff satisfied her burden

cretion standard.

provided by the judge may not be as

under the preponderance of the credible

A discretionary determination must

solid as that stated at the time of the

evidence standard, did you also find

recognize what is fair and equitable

proceeding.

that same evidence was clear and con-

under applicable law and specific cir-

time

consuming

All is not lost. If an appeal is filed and

vincing?” Such a simple question may

cumstances presented in the matter

the record needs to be enhanced, sug-

save a client the aggravation of redoing

under review. This requires making a

gest the judge supplement the decision

the entire case before another judge

decision in the absence of a fixed stan-

pursuant to Rule 2:5-1(b). The rule per-

once the Appellate Division reverses and

dard established by statute or case law.

mits a judge to “file and transmit to the

remands.

Generally, the court does not second

Clerk of the Appellate Division and the

Always know whether the issue

guess the exercise of sound discretion—

parties a written opinion stating find-

before the court is a legal one (e.g., inter-

the choice between two or more legally

ings of fact and conclusions of law,”

pretation of a marital settlement or pre-

valid solutions.23 Thus, “[j]udicial discre-

within 15 days of the filing of a notice of

nuptial agreement) or one that turns on

tion connotes conscientious judgment,

appeal. Moreover, any statement of rea-

applicable facts or judicial discretion.19

not arbitrary action.”24

sons previously made may be ampli-

Know what factors satisfy the legal stan-

Despite this limited standard of

fied.11 This practice, subject to a short-

dard and be sure the judge articulates

review, the exercise of judicial discretion

ened 10-day time frame, also applies to

each one. If not, speak up.

“is not unbounded and it is not the per-

interlocutory orders subject of a motion

sonal predilection of the particular

Preserving Documents

for leave to appeal.

12

Legal Slips

judge.”25 When a trial judge’s discre-

When filing trial court motions, do

tionary determination is shown to rise

not attach important documents to

to be an abuse of discretion, the decision

At times, a judge might provide rea-

briefs. Except in very specific circum-

will be reversed on appeal.26

sons, but misstate the precise legal stan-

stances, trial court briefs are not to be

An abuse of discretion results “when

dard

decision.

included in an appellate appendix.20 If

a decision is ‘made without a rational

Although the Appellate Division defers

the document only appears as an exhibit

explanation, inexplicably departe[s]

to supported factual findings and discre-

to a brief, the practitioner will be

from established policies, or rest[s] on

tionary decisions made by the Family

required to file a motion to supplement

an impermissible basis.’”27 Moreover, the

Part, no special deference attaches to the

the record seeking its inclusion on

exercise of judicial discretion must be

trial judge’s interpretation of the law

appeal. Success on that motion depends

factually supported and legally based.28

and the legal consequences that flow

on a clear demonstration the document

Thus, the exercise of discretion must be

from the established facts.

applicable

to

that

was considered and relied upon by the

“guided by law so as to accomplish sub-

An easily understood example is the

trial judge to reach the resultant deter-

stantial justice and equity....”29

judge’s recitation of the standard of

mination. If one cannot connect the

When a judge interjects a personal

proof. “The New Jersey Rules of Evi-

dots, the document may be excluded

viewpoint as the basis for an order, he or

dence set forth three standards of proof:

completely, weakening a position on

she has deviated from the required stan-

a preponderance of the evidence, clear

appeal. The best course is to only attach

dard, and relied upon facts outside the

13
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record. An expression of opinion does

Appellate Division remains interlocuto-

by the appellate court.”34

not fall under the umbrella of acceptable areas for a court to take “judicial

ry for purposes of further review by the

Be Sure the Order is Final

Supreme Court.45

notice.” This misstep could serve as the

Nothing is more frustrating than

Clearly examine all orders identified

basis for appeal. Further, prejudicial

receiving the long awaited Appellate

in a notice of appeal when filed. Are all

error in the admission or exclusion of

Division decision only to learn the

matters concluded? For example, did the

30

evidence is reversible. Finally, when “a

appeal was dismissed as interlocutory.

judge include executory provisions, or

judge misconceives or misapplies the

Remember, the right to appeal attaches

list a basis for further consideration? Has

law, his [or her] discretion lacks a foun-

only to final judgments and orders, not

a provision for the filing of counsel fee

dation and becomes an arbitrary act.

interlocutory

orders.35 Interlocutory

requests been included? Even if other

When that occurs, the reviewing court

review must be ordered by the court.

31

issues were concluded, the inclusion of

should adjudicate the matter in light of

“[I]t is well settled that appeals are

these types of provisions could make the

the applicable law to avoid a manifest

taken from orders and judgments and

order interlocutory. If the matter is

denial of justice.”32

not from opinions, oral decisions, infor-

interlocutory, but leave to appeal was

Indeed, it is important to seek clarifi-

mal written decisions, or reasons given

not sought, immediately move before

cation of discretional rulings, especially

for the ultimate conclusion.”36 To be eli-

the Appellate Division to dismiss the

those denying the admission of evi-

gible for appeal, a judgment or decision

appeal.

dence. How does one preserve a record?

must be final regarding all parties and

When voicing an objection, frame the

all issues, including counterclaims,

issue specifically and, as necessary, seek

crossclaims, third-party claims and

additional explanation, particularly on

applications for counsel fees.

37

Requests for Stay
Filing an appeal does not stay a final
order and the trial court retains jurisdic-

adverse rulings. When evidence is

Further, substantive provisions of a

tion to enforce its ruling.46 If a stay is

excluded, absolutely be certain to iden-

consent order are not appealable, and a

needed, the first stop must be the trial

tify the marked exhibit number and

default judgment is not subject to direct

judge. Remember, to secure appellate

state an objection to its exclusion on the

appeal. Finally, a trial judge’s certifica-

jurisdiction there must be an order to

record. This allows inclusion of the evi-

tion stating an order is final is not bind-

review. A motion for stay filed to the

dence in the appellate record and pre-

ing on the appellate court.

Appellate Division will not be enter-

38

39

serves the challenge for appeal. Regard-

Often, there is an inclination to seek

tained until and unless a trial court

ing other discretionary determinations,

review of every adverse ruling, from dis-

order denying a stay request is entered.47

be sure the basis for the decision is stat-

covery requests to requests to limit

When a trial judge declines to entertain

ed, rather than the judge merely

expert testimony. But, interlocutory

a stay request absent a formal motion,

expressing a conclusion. Again, an

orders are appealable only when the

but demonstrated irreparable harm

inquiry might frame the answer for the

Appellate Division grants leave to

could result before the matter is heard,

judge, thus cementing the appropriate

appeal.40

an emergent motion to the Appellate

facts as support for the stated conclu-

The decision to grant leave to appeal

sions. Using the techniques described

is sparingly exercised and highly discre-

If trial counsel follows these basic

above for supplementation of the record

tionary. Review is undertaken when a

steps the path on appeal will be

aids a client’s position.

party demonstrates the need for review

smoother, with the record clarified and
the issues crystalized.

41

Division may be filed.48

If one forgot to challenge an error at

in the interest of justice.” This strin-

trial, forget about attempting to discuss

gent standard is based on the ‘general

it on appeal. Absent clear proof of plain

policy’ to avoid piecemeal review and a

Marie E. Lihotz is a former presiding

error, a very high threshold requiring a

desire to avoid disrupting trial proceed-

judge of the Appellate Division. She is of

showing of manifest injustice, the

ings.

counsel to Archer & Greiner. P.C., based in

appellate court defers to the exercised

42

If an appeal is heard by the Appellate

the firm’s Haddonfield office, and provides

Division on leave granted, the matter is

appellate consulting and alternative dispute

Finally, keep in mind, not every error

expedited.43 Any disposition remains

resolution services.

33

discretion.

will result in reversal. Rulings that,

interlocutory, unless the judgment of

although erroneous, do not affect the

the Appellate Division is dispositive of

final determination are viewed as harm-

the action.44 Thus, disposition of an

Endnotes

less error. Such missteps are “disregarded

interlocutory order under review by the

1.
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